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About This Document 

Scope 

This document is applicable to OpenLinux modules, including the A70 series and the N720 series.  

Audience 

This document is intended for system engineers (SEs), development engineers, and test engineers. 

Change History 

Issue Date Change Changed By 

1.0 2017-11 LE1.1 baseline version Liu Hui 

2.0 2018-10 LE2.0.1 baseline version Liu Hui 

2.1 2018-11 Optimizing kernels compilation Liu Hui 

2.2 2020-03 

⚫ Modified the scope of this document to OpenLinux 

⚫ Modified the partition table 

⚫ Modified description of the operating procedure  

Tommy Sun 
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Conventions 

Symbol Indication 

 

This warning symbol means danger. You are in a situation that could cause fatal 

device damage or even bodily damage. 

 

Means reader be careful. In this situation, you might perform an action that could 

result in module or product damages. 

 
Means note or tips for readers to use the module 
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1 OpenLinux Overview 

OpenLinux consists of the Modem part and the APP part: 

⚫ Modem 

Mainly responsible for handing the Air Interface (AI) protocol, controlling GPS and other 

functions. 

⚫ APP 

An embedded Linux OS, in which all applications and drivers are implemented. 

To facilitate the development of customer’s applications, Neoway opens the source code of APP. You 

can develop application programs based on the OpenLinux SDK, customize a file system to package 

the programs into the system, and generate a production version. 

1.1 Basic Functions 

⚫ Supports the development of kernel 

⚫ Supports the packaging of user file system 

⚫ Generates OTA packages to make packages for delta FOTA upgrade. 

⚫ Supports custom file systems in recovery mode 

⚫ Supports partition customization of file systems 

⚫ Supports DUMP analysis for crash issues 

⚫ Supports autobuild through script 

1.2 System Directory 
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⚫ kernel 

Source code of kernel 

⚫ oe-core 

Stores compilation toolchain 

⚫ recdir 

To store the files of recoverfs customization 

After you run the build.sh script, the mdm9607-recovery.ubi image is generated.  

⚫ usrdir 

Used for the customization of the user file system. 

Save the files to be added or updated. After you run the build script, the mdm9607-sysfs.ubi 

image is generated.  

⚫ version 

To store the final version of the firmware. 

This folder contains two subdirectories: 

− debug_version 

To store a firmware version that Neoway develops  

− perf_version  

To store a firmware version that a customer develops for production 

Customers use the image file in the perf_verion directory for commissioning. 

The files in this folder are updated automatically during the compilation.  

⚫ vmlinux_elf 

To store the original files and symbol table that are generated when compiling kernel, used for 

DUMP analysis when the system crashes. 

⚫ build.sh 

build script 

⚫ generate_ota.sh 

Script to generate OTA packages that can be used to make increment OTA packages for FOTA 

upgrade.
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2 Development Process 

Before the development based on the source code of OpenLinux, set up the following environment:  

⚫ OS 

Ubuntu 64-bit OS, 12.04 or later versions 

Ubuntu 12.10 or 14.04 is recommended. 

⚫ Cross compiler 

The source code package includes a cross-compilation toolchain, which is saved in the oe-core 

directory. 

⚫ Shell 

Use a bash shell. 

Run the following commands to change dash to bash if the shell is dash by default. 

sudo rm /bin/sh 

sudo ln –s /bin/bash /bin/sh 

2.1 Build Script 

./build.sh is a build script to generate a firmware version in the version directory. You can 

execute ./build.sh to print its instructions. 

The build script is executed in the following format. 

./build.sh [VERSION] [BUILD_TARGET] <part> <-c> 

⚫ [VERSION] 

perf indicates a customer version for factory production. 

If you do not input any value for this parameter, the default setting is perf. 

⚫ [BUILD_TARGET] 

Targets to be compiled 

− ALL/all: compile all targets 

− linux-quic: compile kernel 

− system: package the file system 

− recovery: package the file system of recovery mode 

⚫ part (optional) 
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Update the partition files of firmware after the target file is built into an image file. 

⚫ -c (optional) 

Delete the building files of corresponding modules. 

The following table lists  

Command Function 

./build.sh  Prompt for script usage 

./build.sh ALL  Compile all modules. 

./build.sh perf  Compile all modules of the perf version. 

./build.sh perf linux-quic  Compile kernel of perf version. 

./build.sh perf system  Generate an image for the root file system of the perf version 

./build.sh recovery  Generate an image for the recovery file system 

./build.sh ALL -c  Delete all the compiling middleware and images 

./build.sh perf linux-quic -c  Delete all the kernel middleware of the perf version 

./build.sh perf system -c Delete root file system image of the perf version 

./build.sh ALL part Update version partition after compiling all modules 

./build.sh perf linux-quic part Update version partition after compiling kernel  

 

2.2 Burning Images 

You can burn either a complete firmware or images only. 

⚫ To burn a complete firmware, use QPST 

⚫ To flash images only, use fastboot. 

2.3 Debugging Kernels 

The document only describes how to debug kernel. 

For application debugging, refer to Neoway_OpenLinux_SDK_Developer_Guide. 

2.3.1 Through adb 

Use adb commands to print kernel logs: adb shell cat /proc/kmsg or adb shell dmesg. 
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2.3.2 Through UART 

Refer to Neoway_OpenLinux_Debugging_Guide. 

2.4 DUMP Analysis 

After the module system crashes, you can provide the DUMP files and files saved in the vmlinux_elf 

directory to Neoway for issues analysis.  

Use a tool to export information in current memory and registers into DUMP files. 

Step 1: Turn on the DUMP function.  

The OpenLinux module restarts automatically by default after it crashes. To capture logs when 

the module crashes, you shall turn on the DUMP function in advance. There are two methods to 

turn on the DUMP function. 

⚫ Execute AT+ENDUMP=1 

⚫ Modify the kernel/drivers/power/reset/msm-poweroff.c. 

Change int download_mode = 0 to int download_mode = 1. The DUMP function is turned on 

after the kernel is built and flashed into the module. 

Step 2: Verify whether the DUMP function is turned on. 

Execute echo c > /proc/sysrq-trigger in the shell to trigger shutdown manually. If the DUMP 

function is turned on, the USB port enters the 900E state to wait for a DUMP capture. 

Step 3: Capture DUMP files 

The USB port enters the 900E state once the module crashes. Connect the module to the 

computer through the USB port and start the QPST tool. The DUMP files will be automatically 

exported into C:\ProgramData\Qualcomm\QPST\Sahara\ Port_COM. 

A complete DUMP package contains the following files: 

 

 

Step 4: Find the vmlinux files that are corresponding to DUMP.  
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The vmlinux and System.map files are automatically saved in the vmlinux_elf directory every 

time you execute ./build.sh to build programs. If the module crashes, you can check the 

corresponding vmlinux_elf files. 

Step 5: Provide the DUMP files and the vmlinux_elf files to Neoway for further analysis. 

 

 

The version of boot image flashed in the crashed module must match the vmlinux files. 
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3 Programming Reference 

3.1 Developing Kernel 

The source code of kernel is saved in the kernel directory. The kernel of OpenLinux is developed in the 

same manner as that of standard Linux. 

This section describes only the customization: deconfig file and dts file.  

3.1.1 Customizing deconfig File 

The kernel configuration files are provided by the platform manufacturer and are stored in 

kernel/arch/arm/configs.  

The OpenLinux uses the following configuration files by default: 

⚫ mdm9607-perf_N720F_deconfig, corresponding to perf_version 

⚫ mdm9607_N720F_deconfig, corresponding to the debug version  

To customize deconfig file, make the following modifications: 

⚫ Add macro files XXX -perf_deconfig and XXX_deconfig in kernel/arch/arm/configs/. 

⚫ Modify the oe-core/build/conf/build_kernel.sh file as follows: 

− Change mdm9607-perf_N720F_deconfig to xxx-perf_deconfig 

− Change mdm9607_N720F_deconfig to xxx_deconfig. 

3.1.2 Customizing dts File 

The default device tree of N720F project is in the kernel/arch/arm/boot/dts/nwy directory. 

To customize DTS, change N720F_mdm9607-mtp.dtb to your own dtb file in 

kernel/arch/arm/boot/dts/nwy/Makefile. 

3.1.3 Compiling Kernels 

Use ./build.sh perf/debug linux-quic to compile the source code of the kernel, as mentioned in 

Chapter 2.1 Build Script. 

mdm9607-boot.img is automatically generated in the version directory after the kernel is built. The 

files for DUMP analysis are generated in the vmlinux_elf directory. 
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3.2 Customizing File System 

3.2.1 Flash Space 

The OpenLinux system adopts UBIFS The perf_version directory includes the mdm9607-sysfs.ubi 

image that contains three volumes, that is, three file systems.  

Type Description Mounted on Remarks 

rootfs Root file system /  

Usrfs User data file system /data  

cachefs 
High-speed cache file system, 

used for the FOTA upgrade. 
/cache Hidden by default 

 

You can execute the df command to query the details of all file systems. The figure below shows the 

query result. 

 

 

3.2.2 Customizing File System 

The root directory of the source code package includes the usrdir directory, which contains two 

subdirectories add and del. 

⚫ To add or modify a file in the file systems, save the file in the usrdir/add directory. 

⚫ To delete a file from the file systems, save the file in the usrdir/del directory. 

Use the ./build.sh perf command to compile the source code. See Chapter 2.2. 

 

 

The file path should be the same as its path in the file system.  

Step 1: For example, you develop a program app_test based on OpenLinux SDK and plan to place it in 

the /usr/bin directory. You modify tunyproxy.conf, the /data configuration file, and need to tailor 
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the libid3tag.so.0.3.0 file in the usr.lib directory. Moreover, the app_test program supports 

automatic startup with the system. Implement this task following steps below: Add the app_test 

program to the following directories one by one. 

usrdir/add/usr/bin/app_test 

usrdir/add/data/tinyproxy.conf 

usrdir/del/usr/lib/libid3tag.so.0.3.0 

Step 2: Configure the app_test program to automatic startup. 

Refer to Neoway_OpenLinux_App_Auto_Startup_Configuration_Guide. 

Step 3: Compile the source code to generate an image file. 

Run the ./build.sh perf system script and the mdm9607-sysfs.ubi file is generated in the 

version/perf_version directory. 

Step 4: Flash the image into the module to verify its functions in one of the following two methods: 

⚫ Flash the image of one module only.  

Refer to Neoway_OpenLinux SDK_Developer_Guide. 

⚫ Flash the image of a complete firmware.  

Refer to Neoway_OpenLinux_Firmware_Upgrede_Guide. 

3.3 Generating OTA Packages 

After building the target version by running the ./build.sh script, use the ./generate_ota.sh script to 

generate an OTA package for making an increment OTA package between two different versions.  

./generate_ota.sh [OTA_NAME]  

OTA_NAME: name of the OTA package to be generated.  

Example: 

./ generate_ota.sh N720_OTA 

For details on how to make an increment OTA package, refer to 

Neoway_OpenLinux_DFOTA_Upgrade_Guide. 

 

 

Do NOT compile kernel source code and OpenLinux SDK applications in the same Shell terminal because the 

environment variables will conflict. 

The OTA package shall match the current version of the firmware. Otherwise, the upgrade will fail.  
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